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Introduction to the 

Femap API
➢Application Program Interface (API) 

➢Users write programs that access Femap directly through 
software instead of the Femap GUI

➢We often call these programs API programs, API macros or 
just APIs for short

➢Uses Microsoft’s OLE/COM framework to seamlessly connect 
Femap to other software such as Excel 

➢Contains hundreds of functions including virtually every 
command in Femap

➢Benefits of the API
➢Automate repetitive tasks

➢Customize existing functionality

➢ Introduce entirely new tools

➢Pass data to outside programs for additional analysis and/or 
documentation

➢Tailor Femap to your specific needs
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API Basics
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What Kind of 

Programming is the API?

➢API Programs are most often written in Visual Basic, 
not a proprietary command language
➢Visual C# and Python are also options

➢The FEMAP API is object oriented, meaning 
interactions with the API are performed by querying 
and manipulating a series of objects
➢Objects have properties and methods

➢ Properties describe things about the object,

➢ Car.color = red

➢ Element.topology = CQUAD4

➢ Methods provide a way of interacting with an object

➢ Car.drive( 10, “grocery store” )

➢ Surface.mesh()
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Three Basic API Objects

1. Application Object
➢Provides access to Femap GUI 

as well as all entity and tool 
objects

2. Entity Object
➢Anything created and stored in 

the Femap database, 
elements, nodes, analysis sets, 
etc. 

3. Tool Object
➢A special class that provide 

functionality and are not stored 
in the database, Data Table, 
File Reader, Sets, Beam 
Calculator, etc.
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API Interaction with Femap
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Multiple API-Femap

Interaction Options Exist

FEMAP

API

1 – Use API as an add-in

FEMAPAPI

2 – Run as two separate applications

FEMAPAPI

3 – Run FEMAP as an invisible server

4 – Embed FEMAP components in API
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Three Ways Access APIs from 

Femap

1. Using the Programming Pane

➢ Write and run APIs directly

➢ Interactive help pop-ups guide users

➢ “Use API Shortcuts” toggles between Femap 
and Programming Pane keyboard shortcuts

➢ Ctrl-Z (undo)

2. Using Custom Tools

➢ All custom tools are APIs

➢ Use the “Add Tools” command or drop files into 
<Femap root>\api

➢ APIs using VBA can be dropped directly into the 
folder

➢ *.BAS files, like those written using the 
programming pane

➢ APIs using other languages must be compiled 
first

➢ C#, C++, Python…

3. Custom Toolbar button

➢ Add a user command

➢ drag and drop from the commands list to a 
toolbar (or create a new toolbar)
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Writing APIs: Femap Comes With A 

Visual Basic Programming Environment

•Winwrap is shipped with Femap

• It is a flavor of Visual Basic

•Femap-Winwrap does not 

compile

•API runs in open source mode

•Features include tooltips and 

auto-complete suggestions

•Great tool for writing quick API 

based scripts and\or 

debugging algorithms

http://atanet/wikis/sw_development/lib/exe/fetch.php?cache=cache&media=femap_api_pic1.png
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Getting Started
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Resources

➢Femap Help
➢ Help Menu, F1

➢ {install}\pdf\api.pdf

➢Femap Community
➢ User Forum

➢ Introduction to the Femap API

➢ http://community.plm.automation.siemens.com/siemensplm/
attachments/siemensplm/Femap-
tkb/48/1/05_APIIntro_Kriengsiri_SPLM.pdf

➢Custom Tools
➢ Femap ships with a large number of APIs already available! 

➢ This code (found in the /api folder of your Femap 
installation directory) offers a great learning opportunity!

http://community.plm.automation.siemens.com/siemensplm/attachments/siemensplm/Femap-tkb/48/1/05_APIIntro_Kriengsiri_SPLM.pdf
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Putting Together an API 

Cook Book
➢APIs typically follow a 

common recipe
1. Connect to current 

Femap session

2. Initialize variables to 
store the entity objects 
your API will be 
interacting with

➢ E.g., if you are writing an 
API to print element IDs, 
you will want to initialize 
an Element entity object

3. Determine the API calls 
or methods that 
correspond to the 
operation you would 
like to automate

1

2

3
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Common API Approaches

• Have User Select Nodes

• Loop through a Set

• Edit an entity

• Regenerate the active view

• List a value to the messages window
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Examples
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Create Output Contours to Display 
Property and Material IDs

Convenient visual representation of property and material assignments
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Create Output Contours to Display 
Property and Material IDs

Convenient visual representation of property and material assignments

➢Key operations

➢ Identify API method to create an output set 

(“feOutputCalculate”)

➢Use appropriate syntax to use PID and MID as formula 

to populate output data
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The Property/Material Output Contour 
API Follows the Cook Book Approach

1. Connect to current Femap session

2. Initialize relevant entity objects
1. Output set
2. Output vector
3. Element set 

3. Identify necessary API methods
1. Select (choose elements)
2. feOutputCalcuate (compute 

output results and vectors)
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Augment a useful Femap feature

Remove File Path from Group Name
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Augment a useful Femap feature

Remove File Path from Group Name

➢Key operations

➢For each group

➢ Use the group entity object to access to group’s name

➢ Identify whether the group name contains a backslash

➢ Remove all text before the final backslash



22Export Groups as Nastran Bulk Data

Quickly and easily export multiple Femap groups to Nastran bulk data



23Export Groups as Nastran Bulk Data

Quickly and easily export multiple Femap groups to Nastran bulk data

➢Key operations

➢For each group

➢Create an analysis set

➢ Export analysis set as bulk data

➢ Edit exported text to remove ancillary Nastran cards 



24Export Groups as Nastran SETs
Quickly and easily translate multiple Femap groups to Nastran SETs



25Export Groups as Nastran SETs

Quickly and easily translate multiple Femap groups to Nastran SETs

➢Key operations
➢Create text file to store SET cards

➢For each group

➢Create new SET card

➢ Iterate through elements or nodes and write ID to SET 
definition

➢Nuances:

➢ Use THRU cards where possible

➢ Limit line width to 80 characters 



26Export Group Information to Excel
Rapid summarization of model
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Rapid summarization of model

➢Key operations

➢Connect to Excel

➢Decide what information to summarize

➢ In this case, lowest node/element ID, highest 

node/element ID, number of nodes/elements, mass, 

C.G., length, area, and volume

➢Determine the API methods and objects to access and 

store this information

➢For each group

➢Access the desired information and write it to Excel



28Export Group Information to Excel

Rapid summarization of model

Querying group info is simple!
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Appendix
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Other Ideas for APIs

➢Load a default (template) model
➢ Set a standard background, font, animation properties

➢ Load a set of materials, create properties, and set standard colors

➢ Create commonly used groups or layers

➢Perform coordinate system transforms of imported geometry
➢ Rotate and translate solids, curves, and points

➢Link Femap to Excel
➢ Load a table of nodes, elements, properties, etc

➢ Build a run table in Excel and perform several Femap analyses using inputs 
from the table

➢Link Femap to Word
➢ Export reports to a standard template

➢Perform complex analyses
➢ Use a C# program to edit results data and return it to Femap as a new 

output vector
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What is OLE/COM?

➢OLE, Object Linking and Embedding: Microsoft's 
framework for a compound document technology.

➢COM, Component Object Model: Microsoft's 
framework for developing and supporting program 
component objects.

➢These frameworks allow programs to talk with each 
other and use each other’s functions and 
capabilities.
➢ For example, we can use an Excel Visual Basic Macro to load 

data from Femap using the Femap API.
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Run the API 

Independently

➢Many object-oriented languages can access Femap through 
the OLE/COM
➢ C#, C++, and Python 

➢ Use Visual studio or your preferred IDE

➢Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) allows us to directly access 
Femap from Excel, Word, and other Microsoft Office tools – as 
well as another other application that works with OLE and COM
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Beginner Tips for C# and 

Python Support

Python

➢PythonCOM comes with the 
only script you need for 
converting the type library; it's 
called "makepy.py". Run it 
from a command line:
➢ [Python_path]\Lib\site-

packages\win32com\client\m
akepy.py -v -o PyFemap.py 
[Femap_path]\femap.tlb

➢Python is not a compiled 
language, so adding a Python 
API program to Femap
requires creating a windows 
batch file with the following 
syntax
➢ python 

[Femap_path]\api\MyCustomF
emapProgram.py

➢ This file can then be added to 
Femap using the previous 
methods

35

C#

➢ Femap does not provide a 
native C# editor, so you 
must edit it in a separate 
IDE and compile

➢ The compiled executable 
can be added to Femap
using the previous methods
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Example API: Saving and Loading Model Color 
Definitions
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Saving Model Colors for 

Consistency

Are these the same models?

When models are documented, it is often 
convenient for the color scheme to remain 
fixed. If the property or material colors are 
randomized, it may unintentionally convey 
that the model has changed



38Save and Load Model Colors

Save model color definitions for consistency
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Save model color definitions for consistency

➢Key operations

➢Determine what entity colors are of interest, e.g., 

materials, properties, loads, nodes

➢Save operation

➢Access the color associated with each entity

➢Create new file format (*.col) to store each entity type, 

label, and its associated color

➢Load operation

➢ Read the *.col file

➢ Parse each entity type

➢ Use corresponding API entity object to assign color 

defined in *.col file
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Example API: Find Materials with No / Zero CTE
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Live Build of an Example 

API Program

➢Scenario: You have a model that you want to 
use for thermal analysis. Ensuring that all 
materials have a CTE is critical. You also want to 
check that all materials have a reference 
temperature. How would you automate this 
process?
➢Loop over all materials

➢Check to see if CTE is greater than zero (Femap will 
default to zero if none is specified)

➢Check to see if reference temperature is greater than 
zero

➢ Inform user of results of check

➢Create groups for each invalid material

➢Watch out for rigid elements!

41
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First, Initialize the Femap

Objects

Connect to 
Femap model

Container for 
all materials

This is a very generic opening for a Femap API program!
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Add material to 
set

Loop Over all Materials and Check 

CTE/Reference Temperature

Load all 
materials
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Notify User and Create 

Groups of Invalid Materials

Create Femap
Group object

Add contents 
of Set to Group
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List of All Example API 

Programs

➢PropertyMaterialIDtoOutputSet

➢Remove Paths From Group Names

➢Export Groups to Nastran Decks

➢Export Elem Groups to Nastran Sets

➢Export Groups Node-Elem Info to Excel

➢Save Model Colors

➢Load Model Colors

➢Find Matls-Elems with no CTE


